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This is the first of several pages of development information. Look for each one, printed on cardstock
for durability, in our upcoming newsletters; we encourage you to collect each one for your files.

Easy, Everyday Science Activities
Too many young children - and their teachers - think of science as magic. Rather than supporting this
misconception, plan experiments and activities that help explain scientific facts.
Help children observe and compare things around them. Collect rocks from the play yard and discuss
color, shape and weight for example. Ask which is the heaviest? Encourage them to predict and test
their ideas. In this example, you might provide a balance scale and chart the results.
Make science - science that is real, concrete, tangible and practical - an essential part of the curriculum.
Tie science activities to questions children have about their world. Help children answer their “How?”
and “Why?” questions with activities that progress them from the more familiar to the less familiar. A sequence like this helps them build knowledge. Avoid teacher show-and-tell activities that
are disjointed and unrelated.
Reinforce concepts with art, construction, movement, math, field trips (if possible) and
dramatic play activities. And remember to allow children to use all of their senses in
their experiences.
Use children’s picture books as a starting point for your science curriculum. Both life
science concepts and physical science concepts can be found in many entertaining children’s literature.
Absorb Light and Heat
(3 years and older)
Here’s what you need:
• 3 plastic bins
• Clay
• Soil
• Sand
• Sunny window
• 3 index cards
• Tape
• Pencil
1. Talk with the
children about how light gives off heat. Different materials absorb different amounts of heat.
2. Write the words soil, clay, and sand on each of the
index cards. Tape the index cards to the three
boxes.
3. Fill the appropriate bin with clay, sand or soil.
4. Place the containers near a sunny window.
5. Ask the children to feel the clay, sand and soil each
day. Let each child decide which material Is the
warmest.
6. Ask the children to chart their findings by making a
check mark on the label of the warmest of the three
bins.
7. At the end of the wedek, compare the findings with all
the children.
Science Note: Besides the differences in color, there is much more
mineral mass to heat up with the sand. Plus, sands are often lighter in
color than clays and so reflect more heat than clay.

Seeing and Feeling Sound
(3 years and older)
Here’s what you need:
• 18 inch wooden ruler
• Sheet of paper
1. Talk with the children about noise - the higher the
pitch, the faster the sound wave is moving (much like
waves on the ocean). Show them the sheet of paper
and ask, “Does this make noise?” (No.) Rattle the
sheet of paper and ask, “Now do you hear
noise?” (Yes.) Then ask, “When do you hear
noise?” (When the paper is moved.)
2. Place the ruler on a sturdy table. Extend the ruler
about 10 inches over the table edge and hold the
other end firmly with one hand. With your other hand,
pluck the extended edge with a finger. Listen to and
discuss the sound. Move the ruler so that more or
less of it is extended over the table. Compare the
sounds. Help the children observe the fast vibration
of the ruler - it moves back and forth quickly and creates a sound.
3. Ask the children to place their fingers on their throats
and hum. Let them describe what they feel. Encourage them to hum low and high tones and compare
what they feel.
4. Invite the children to find a partner. Let them feel
each other’s throats while talking to each other.
Every sound has a different feel.
5. Discuss other vibrations the children might be familiar
with: a cat purring, a car engine running, a radio
speaker when the volume is up and a snapping
rubber band for example.
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